April Fools Day 2015
Santa Barbara, CA
Dearest Family and Friends,
brrrrrrRRRAAAAA!

“Je*** Chr***!” I yell out, in exasperation. Then I yodel “Thank the person who
invented rumble strips!” in a desperate attempt to stay awake. But to no avail, and within seconds I
have dozed again……and then brrrrrrRRRRRRAAAAAA! startles me awake as my left side tires once
more go into the rumble strip in the center of the road. Repeat the rush of adrenaline, the joy at still
being on the road and not crashed, the shouted curses; but then, within seconds, back to dozing.
Driving madly along, 3,000 miles into this trip, I am desperately fighting sleep on a back road in Utah.
Slap face. Open window. Sing a nonsense song! Nothing works. When your body and brain have been
pushed to the limits and want to sleep, you are going to sleep. And if you must admit to being the
second shooter on the grassy knoll in 1963, just so you can be allowed to sleep, then, well, you will
readily admit that the rumors are true: that you were there that day, and that you too shot JFK!
I am on a cross-country trip, Maine to California, driving alone again, meeting a deadline. To increase
the challenge on this trip I have quit caffeine, and am constantly reminded of Lloyd Bridges’ line in
Airplane - “Looks like I picked the wrong week to quit coffee!” I guess I knew I was going to be
pushing the limits, but had often wondered in the past if copious doses of coffee really were helping
me, or if pounding it in large quantities only just added to my misery on these long drives.
The road I am on is utterly deserted. I haven’t seen a car or a lighted dwelling for quite some time. My
eyes are playing tricks on me – shadowy shapes slip across the road and dart in front of me. Although I
am in the desert, something in my eyes makes it seem as though I am barreling down a tree lined
street, the trees arching over and covering the rooooooad…….brrrrraaaAAAAHHHH! Sh**!!
Perhaps if I slowed down a bit and wasn’t driving so damn fast? But I am in a hurry to find a resting
place. Sounds crazy, but I am at a point where the rumble strips are gone on the right side of the road,
no shoulder there and who knows what sort of void awaits my hurtling van if I stray that way, so I try
to train myself to slump left when nodding off, and a few times that works. But really this is ridiculous.
I have been looking for a place to pull over, far enough off the road to appear a non-emergency so no
one stops and bothers me, but not too far off the road, because I do indeed want to eventually be
discovered if chainsaw wielding desert madmen get me. Finally, I find a proper turnout, pull over and
quickly crawl into the back of the van, pushing things aside and stretching out. No fear of ax
murderers, zombies, or giant sand worms, no matter how warranted or compelling, considering some
of the signs I’ve passed lately, can keep me awake and I am soon fast asleep.
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I am awake at 4 AM checking the sky and soon I have what I came here for. Yeah!

And a couple hours later more good stuff in pre-dawn light. Sweet! The risking of life and limb
suddenly so worth it….
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Let me back up a bit and set the stage. Winter had come, right? I went to my niece’s in Maine to spend
a weekend……and I stayed all winter! Here we are together. We haven’t changed a bit since she was
born, have we? All right! OK. I hear you howling out there. She has gotten taller, I will admit that!

And Winter kept right on acomin’! Drove me out of my house on wheels and into my niece’s arms.
The wind howled, pushing temps to minus thirty and below!, the snow piled up to record depths – I
picked the wrong winter to live in a travel trailer!

The lakes all freeze over here in the winter, but that never stops New Englanders from venturing forth
as vast expanses of terrain became walkable, and even drivable. Below, a family fearlessly ambles
along, certain death in icy black water only inches below their feet.
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And how the icicles grew,

at times it seemed they would trap us inside our houses!
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My niece fed me like I was a sumo wrestler, and having lived for months on bugs and leaves I fell upon
the food with vigor, but soon found I couldn’t fit into my clothes, so mostly I wore just long underwear.

I stayed busy on vitally important things like trying to get some pix of snowflakes with my toy camera,
but mostly I failed. I have some ideas though on shooting snowflakes in freefall that I will try someday.

Ahhh the pleasures of winter driving! The reduced visibility! The massive snowbanks! Glorious salt!
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Winter does have a certain beauty though and it is certainly photogenic.
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And it makes for great signaling. Here I am sending a message to Bapyn, who just turned sweet
sixteen, and there just sayin’ Hi in sign language.

While my niece’s husband insured we didn’t all get trapped and die an icy death – here staying up late
at night snow blowing the driveway in sub-zero temps – I took care of the important stuff, like catching
snowflakes, making signals in the snow and building a snow fort with Jillian!

Hanging with my niece’s 5-year-old daughter was especially rewarding for me. It never gets old
watching children’s minds develop. What little characters children are!
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The trauma of hair combing before school!

The fact that they are small in a big person’s world!

But oh, the joy when mommy makes you cakes that match your outfits!
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Old Man Winter trapped us inside much of the time, but luckily the child had plenty to do!
Like make messes….
and make music,

and camp out in the dining room! And she is a voracious reader! So I learned all about folks like
George and Martha, hippopotami best friends, and Fly Guy.
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And when we could get out, we flew on Spaceships.

Which is always more fun when Mommy comes along.
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So, big news: I have upgraded my camera. That simple sounding task was one of the four main
reasons I returned to the US and after 8 months of researching and scanning craigslist and negotiating
with craigslist posters, I faced a dilemma – save a few hundred bucks and buy used, or buy new and get
the warranties, etc. In the end, I decided I was not going to wait my whole life until it was too late, and
I sprung for the new stuff. (for the photogs out there, it is the Canon 5D MkIII body, and 70-200 F2.8L
IS II and 16-35 F2.8L II lenses.) There is a lot more to get, like a new laptop!, but I now have the new
camera body I have lusted after since it was announced three years ago and two great lenses.

Usually when buying a new camera, the first thing I point it at is Ri, but she isn’t here, so I pointed it at
my newest constant companion, my buddy, my pal – my computer, in front of which I basically had
spent the entire damn winter! Good grief. Time flies when you are grinding something important out.
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This new camera is AWESOME and the lenses are the best. One of the first pix I took with it was a pic I
could not have taken with my old camera. Using natural light I set the shutter speed high enough to
capture action and the camera automatically adjusted the ISO film sensitivity to way beyond what my
old camera was capable of and I shot a five year old racing joyously at full speed through the dim
interior of the house with mom in hot pursuit.

How did I get to Utah where this update began? Well, I had to be in California for some important
conclusive business on March 30 (so please don’t think I just caught snowflakes all winter – I was quite
busy on things!), and wanted to pick Ri up there and drive back across country with her in blossoming
Spring doing some leisurely camping, so I drove (again!) to California with all my gear. And (again!)
was in a hurry, but had left a very small window of time to visit some National Parks in Utah and try
out my new camera. Leaving late on the 24th, out of frozen New England, back through the Rust Belt
at breakneck speeds, no more snow on the ground after Ohio, and then across Big Sky Country.
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Over the Rockies. Wheeee!

All the while playing with my new camera and fighting caffeine free sleep – I even went into a
Starbucks, stood there and read the menu, carefully examined the pastries and then left without
ordering, as a true test of my willpower. Left is a selfie made more difficult because the new camera
weighs a ton and is not ergonomically designed for selfies, and of course taken at high speeds while emailing. (You see V, I have my hand on the wheel!) I made a beeline, until I got to Utah the morning of
March 27th, where I slowed down and smelled the cactus.
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My new camera is awesome. Here are some pictures, exactly the way they came out of the camera.
Maybe not the greatest of pix, but I offer these examples because they are in the toughest lighting
situations – very bright mixed with very dark. With less than two days there I had to shoot like mad.
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Hand held with a telephoto after the sun went down!
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Gosh, the American Southwest is a beautiful place!
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And lots of folks there enjoying it with me, even in March.
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And spring flowers were out in places.
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After my blitz through Utah, I drove on. I usually avoid Las Vegas like the plague, holding my nose as I
whizz past, but this time I drove into its heart, prepared to get out and shoot some pix of the grimy
glitz. But I couldn’t get out of the car. Just too odious. But look at these hand held pix while driving!

I finally lurched into California midday on March 29th, neither the van, with over 200,000 miles on it
now, nor I, looking worse for wear! Got my hair cut (on a Sunday!) and made the meeting the 30 th.
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So what of the other family members? Here I am happily re-united with my Boyz. Arri continues
taking classes and working with athletes and assorted famous people – he is quite the Zen master.
Aibor is lighting up the golf course, playing almost every day. I just got here to SB the day before this
update was due, so I will take some better pix of the Boyz for the next update.

[I rarely do this but I include below a few third party pix. Since I am not there, people in India are
keeping me up to date with their cell phone cameras.] As of this writing, Ri is supposed to be here for
Aibor’s birthday, but she got felled by a fungal infection of the esophagus! Good grief. Luckily she is
surrounded by the most wonderful and caring folks in the Universe, and with the help of Dr. Lynrah,
she is recovering rapidly in Shillong and then will make the trip here where she will be in Arri’s
capable hands.
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Bolti is in Class 10, valiantly preparing for his Matriculation Exams. Here he is with his friend Rebecca.
Isn’t he handsome in his white shirt and slacks? And isn’t she lovely? Sunny continues to play. He is
very good at that. If they gave credit for playing, Sunny would have his Doctorate by now!

Bapynshisha is also in Class 10 prepping for her Matrics, and of course still radiating beauty like some
kind of living star. Daphiralin is preparing to make the transition to Shillong to enter Class 11. She
took her Matrics and now is waiting on results. In India it is all about the results, so all the kids now
are nervously waiting (for months!) while their parents’ hair turn white with worry. Here is Daphi (in
the middle) making new friends in Shillong.
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There are too many others to mention! But I can’t forget Saint Abul, here, while Santa is on vacation,
with Bolti, doing all the hard work of getting calendars mailed! Yes, we got our Calendars published!

I am going to leave you with three shots: two that Bolti took of his cousin-sisters and nieces. How
precious is that child with her eyes closed? How wonderful the older child’s instinctive embrace of the
baby? What emotions pour out of her eyes as she cradles that child. And right, the baby’s older sister
with Suklang, another cousin-sister. These girls don’t have dolls to play with, they have the real thing.
Thank you Bolti – great pictures.
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And one of me taken by K who I met in Arches (Thank you K – great picture!).

As I travel through these North American landscapes - these marvelous, fantastic, breathtaking
landscapes - alone with my mechanical gizmos, my thoughts are often in India because that is where I
left my heart. I feel guilty and blue sometimes, eating exotic foods, seeing parts of the world so far
from Shillong - hanging out at the exquisite beach in Santa Barbara for example - knowing the folks
there in Meghalaya all want to be on these travels and eat this food, and see that sunset, or peer into
that gorge.
I feel terrible that I haven’t formed a sports team for Bapyn to compete in! In fact I feel like I failed
Bapyn this winter vacation when Indian schools take their long break. Here is this natural athlete just
itching to compete and the best I could do was get her a badminton set (but no net!) which she and the
younger kids play with in the yard. I hope one day to watch Bapyn smash the ball and run like the
wind and leap with reckless abandon on the field of play. And I am not there for Bolti or Sunny while
they struggle with their homework, nor was I there for Daphi as she bravely tried to prepare, all alone
at the end of the world with no one to help her, for those awful do-or-die Matriculation exams.
Uncle Tumbleweed said he’d be right back when he left Shillong…..10 months ago! Life doesn’t just
come to a standstill when I turn my back. Those two babies on the previous page - I was there for the
older one’s important first birthday; and I was there in the hospital when the littlest one had a lifethreatening event. They’re growing, changing. I’d like to watch that. It’s funny with relationships how
they are like investments, the best and most rewarding ones being where you go all in and stay in for
the long term. And now there’s my niece’s daughter who my heart has grown fond of.
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I beat myself up over this stuff all the time. Why can’t I be everything to everyone all the time
everywhere? But what choice do I have, really? Money makes the world go around, and so I had to
return and generate some dough, right? And lives and property here too need my attention. I mean, I
have that huge project in Jaffrey still to do something about. And Aibor needs me right now. And
forming a sports team at the end of the world would probably require some superhuman effort over a
long period of time. I am just one guy.
One lonely guy! I miss Ri. I am in my tenth month now without her. The longest separation ever.
Three consecutive trips across the country without my co-pilot! Thousands of pix taken without Ri in
the foreground. 300 nights alone. No bikini shots this Update. She needs to be here, with me, 24
hours a day, seven days a week. But that is as much as a month away now. And duty calls and I should
return soon to New Hampshire in the Spring thaw and finish up some stalled efforts.
So, out comes the North American Road Atlas. What road have I not traveled on to cross this country?
Where will the high passes over the Rockies be open and snow-free? Where will the wild flowers be in
bloom? What marvelous natural wonder have I not yet seen? Hmmmm. Yes, the pleasure of mapping
out an ambitious route, albeit with the foreknowledge that ‘twill be a lonely road I travel.
I love and miss you all!
Uncle Tumbleweed
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